The Ideathon

V.V. Creations is presenting the 2nd edition of Prayaas.
This time, it has 4 sponsors apart from Desu Foundation(will take up any idea that involves suppression
of disease using natural means).
Students need to form team of 2 members. From a college, we will accept only 100 teams. Apply directly
on site with your idea or send us your proposal via email to prayaas@intelliindia.com.
Shortlisted teams will be invited for the 2 day Ideathon, dates of which will be announced later.
Hopefully some benefit to society will occur from the Ideathon. Cash prizes will also be presented.
If the Idea can be converted into an enterprise, the same shall be explored with Angel Investors during
those 2 days.
A team member can submit only one idea and his name should not be repeated in other ideas.
All fields and attestations need to be done before sending in the scanned copy. Courier the hard copy
for verification to IntelliIndia office at: 26-23-20, Sundaramma Street, Gandhinagar, Vijayawada520003.
Last date for Idea submission is Nov.30,2018. We will not entertain late registrations.

Theme: Creative Disruption in Lifestyle through Technology.
Your Idea should have appeal in daily living
It should improve quality of life
It should be economical and utilized by everyone
It shouldn’t involve huge plans but immediately deployable solutions.

Eligibility:
No IP on the idea. Author of the idea should certify that the idea is his own and not plagiarized or
copied. Prayaas will not entertain controversial ideas.
Looking for innovative usage of Technology
No Patent on the Idea
Any Qualification is fine.
Students currently studying in college should send scanned copy of IDEA self-attested and lecturer
signature for Authenticating the Idea and to confirm non-plagiarism.

File Naming should be in the studentrollnumberCollege
College name first four letters or abbreviation is fine.
Ex: 110521SRKR or 234555KLU

Format for Prayaas
Name of Idea
Originator Team

Originator Dept
Originator Year and College
Briefly Describe Idea
In Detail, describe Idea
What Social Change can in
contribute to
Economical Projections for 5
Years

Write in 5 Words
Enter Team Members names
1.
2.
Dept Name

50 Words
250 Words
250 Words
Give rough figure of cost for 5
yrs.

I hereby certify that the idea is original, not copied or plagiarized nor patented nor in use nor currently
in application.
Signature of Student
Signature Attestation by Lecturer/Head of Dept

